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**HIGHLIGHTS**

- We consider machine learning in assessing information in different EEG data.
- We train SVM classifiers using EEG data from a visual object stimuli task.
- New data can be correctly labelled with 'object present' state well above chance.
- Using one channel of ICA data as input increases classification accuracy to 87%.
- We discuss how this method and IC sources might help studies of visual cognition.

**ABSTRACT**

Presenting different visual object stimuli can elicit detectable changes in EEG recordings, but this is typically observed only after averaging together data from many trials and many participants.

We report results from a simple visual object recognition experiment where independent component analysis (ICA) data processing and machine learning classification were able to correctly distinguish presence of visual stimuli at around 87% (0.70 AUC, p < 0.0001) accuracy within single trials, using data from single ICs.

Seven subjects observed a series of everyday visual object stimuli while EEG was recorded. The task was to indicate whether or not they recognised each object as familiar to them. EEG or IC data from a subset of initial object presentations was used to train support vector machine (SVM) classifiers, which then generated a label for subsequent data. Task-label classifier accuracy gives a proxy measure of task-related information present in the data used to train.

This allows comparison of EEG data processing techniques – here, we found selected single ICs that give higher performance than when classifying from any single scalp EEG channel (0.70 AUC vs 0.65 AUC, p < 0.0001). Most of these single selected ICs were found in occipital regions. Scoring a sliding analysis window moving through the time-points of the trial revealed that peak accuracy is when using data from +75 to +125 ms relative to the object appearing on screen. We discuss the use of such classification and potential cognitive implications of differential accuracy on IC activations.

© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-SA license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).

1. Introduction

Electroencephalography (EEG) allows neuroimaging with high temporal resolution. This can be used for investigation of the properties of cognitive neuroscience processes, like the speed of early visual processing in humans. For example, EEG Event-Related Potential (ERP) differences can be detected in animal versus non-animal images within 150 ms of presentation (Thorpe et al., 1996) and faces versus shapes within 85 ms (Mouchetant-Rostaing and Giard, 2000).

However, ERP averaged over many subjects and many trials is not the totality of the information present in EEG recordings. The use of ERP alone has been criticised (Rousselet and Pernet, 2011; Gaspar et al., 2011) for masking effects within grand averaging and not using all available information.
Advanced data mining of EEG data (Makeig et al., 2004) has been suggested as an alternative approach, taking into account other aspects, such as spectral power, phase, trial-to-trial consistency and ICA activations. It may be more difficult to interpret information integrated from these multiple aspects than it is to observe grand-averaged ERP plots. How to compare these techniques is then a relevant question.

1.1. Machine learning with EEG data

One approach to assess the use of these techniques is to use machine learning on EEG data. Training examples from different experimental states can be used to train machine learning classifiers, and the ability to correctly and robustly identify new examples can be assessed.

This is done in the adjacent field of brain–computer interfacing, where EEG signals are used to control motor prostheses (Wolpaw et al., 2000; Donoghue, 2008). For EEG motor prostheses, the experimental states of interest might be presence or absence of prompted hand movement and success of the classifier would be to robustly identify this motor movement in subsequent EEG data.

We hypothesise a similar approach could be applied to EEG data recorded in visual object presentations. Instead of identifying motor movement such as ‘grab’ from resting baseline with no movement, the experimental states could be the presence of a given visual object stimulus (e.g. ‘spoon’) and resting baseline with no visual stimulus.

In EEG motor prostheses, there is a desire for accurate and fast classification. Consequently, many analysis methods have been attempted (Sajda et al., 2003; Lotte et al., 2007). Use of data pre-processing and machine learning tools have proved effective in improving the ability to use EEG data to predict movement intent (Müller et al., 2008).

The use of machine learning on visual EEG experiments is not as well studied as EEG data in motor movement. The EEG response elicited from different object stimuli is likely less regular, more subtle and likely has a lower signal-to-noise ratio than EEG from different motor movements, but we suggest recent advances from motor brain–computer interfaces might also apply to improving learning from EEG data in visual experiments.

Therefore, we designed a simple visual object presentation experiment where we labelled EEG data (as ‘object present’ or ‘object absent’), trained an SVM classifier with this data and labels, and assessed that model’s accuracy at labelling subsequent unseen EEG data correctly. We used classifier task-labelling accuracy as a metric of task-relevant information in the data used to train the classifier. In the present context, this allows comparison of EEG data processing methods.

1.2. EEG features and ICA

In the field of machine learning, the input channels of the data that are used to train classifiers are termed ‘features’. To improve the accuracy of brain–computer interfaces, a useful technique has been to focus on a small spatial subset of relevant features from EEG. An example of this is identifying ‘common spatial features’ (Müller et al., 2008; Wang and Jung, 2012). It is well known that these motor signals are highly localised in the motor strip and premotor areas. This made identification of reduced subsets of relevant features tractable (Blankertz et al., 2008). A comparable feature extraction procedure has not yet been accomplished for visual EEG data.

In order to give a comparable decomposition that could be relevant in vision, independent component analysis (ICA) was used on the EEG data in the present study. Each of the IC sources found from the EEG can be considered a reduced subset of the activity in the EEG. In essence, it separates the main independent generators of variance within a signal (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995). An illustrative example of ICA is the ‘cocktail-party problem’ where, given data from three microphones in a room and three overlapping voices, ICA can separate the three individual voices as three distinct sources (Hyvärinen and Oja, 2000). For EEG data, then, the detectors of EEG electrodes act as the microphones and the varying electrical patterns as the voices.

ICA is typically used for identifying and removing noisy electrodes, blinks and other artefacts to ‘clean up’ EEG data (Luck, 2005) before proceeding with conventional ERP analysis. Here, we instead use ICA as another way of describing the EEG data, to give subsets of data that may be both more interpretable and give higher classifier performance. The ICA components provide an estimation of possible ‘sources’ of generated activity. This can be particularly advantageous in EEG data analysis, where much of the signal (and noise) is shared across all channels (Onton et al., 2006). In summary, some of the identified IC sources may be useful descriptions of subsets of variation within the EEG, as ‘common spatial features’ have been in motor EEG.

1.3. Support vector machines classifiers

We sought to determine whether EEG data in our experiment can be automatically classified using machine learning tools. To this end, we used support vector machines (SVMs) – a flexible and powerful statistical learning tool (Burges, 1998; Cortes and Vapnik, 1995). This technique has given particularly good results in a wide range of domains, including cancer classification (Furey et al., 2000) and face detection (Osuna et al., 1997). In classification of EEG, SVMs have shown good performance in many contexts (Lotte et al., 2007). SVMs were the most commonly used technique for highest accuracy in an EEG classification competition (Blankertz et al., 2006). Thus, we used SVMs as our classifier here.

Specifically, we used SVMs to classify the EEG data into two classes according to the presence or absence of specific visual stimuli. The underlying principle of SVM classification is to solve a (non-linear) classification problem by transforming it into a linear classification problem in a different, higher dimensional space (or feature space).

This is achieved by introducing a non-linear map (feature map) into the feature space, which can often be an infinite dimensional space of function. The important aspect of this procedure is that, for many widely used algorithms, one is only interested in the scalar products between pairs of feature vectors; these scalar products can be computed by means of a kernel function which depends only on the original (non-transformed) data points. Therefore, the need to work explicitly in the high dimensional space is removed and the feature map is defined implicitly by a choice of kernel function.

A commonly adopted kernel is the so-called Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel; the scalar product of the images of two data points x and y under the feature map implied by the RBF kernel is computed as:

$$k(x, y) = \exp(-\gamma ||x - y||^2) \quad (1)$$

where $\gamma$ is a tunable parameter.

Once a kernel function is selected, the SVM algorithm works by identifying a hyperplane in feature space that optimally separates the two classes in the training data, giving the maximum margin between the images in feature space of the points in the two classes. Often it is desirable to allow a few misclassifications in order to achieve a wider margin of separation; this trade-off is controlled by another parameter, called the training error cost, and usually denoted by C.
1.4. Classification of visual object presence from EEG data

Previous studies of visual perception using EEG have demonstrated significant task-specific ERP differences within 150 ms of stimuli appearing (Thorpe et al., 1996). In their study, human subjects were able to perform a rapid decision on whether or not a visual scene contained an animal. Notably, examination of the EEG data was able to show the evolution of the difference in ERP on animal and non-animal trials.

Researchers interested in visual perception might ask what the source of such ERP differences is. To what extent can EEG signatures be used to decode observed images? What parts of the EEG signatures are useful for this?

The current study aims to extend this examination of EEG differences upon the presentation of single images by quantifying classification performance from different transforms of the EEG data, and EEG data from different times.

In designing a classifier of visual stimuli given EEG data, we first sought to determine if a visual object presentation could be distinguished at all. EEG data recorded in each visual object presentation trial was used along with more EEG data from resting baseline (blank screen), to train a machine learning SVM classifier. This was used to predict the correct label (as object present or absent) of additional unseen EEG data.

If the EEG data used to train the classifier contains information that is indicative of one state or another, it might allow high trial classification accuracy. We can choose what parts of the data are used for training and classifying, and so search for those parts of the EEG data that are most relevant for distinguishing trials.

As ICA gives an estimation of sources within the signal, we can use this classification procedure to assess the trial-classifying performance of each of these IC sources.

1.5. Hypothesis

Here we propose a method for classifying visual object presentation from EEG readings using machine learning. We test whether, using SVMs, we can classify the presence of visual object stimuli at above chance levels.

Further, we wish to compare scalp EEG data to EEG data transformed into ICs. Since ICA is a data reduction technique, the expectation is that some ICs might give higher accuracy.

2. Methods

2.1. Participants

Seven participants (five women, two men; median age of 25) took part in the study and were each compensated £7 per hour. Ethical approval was granted by the University of Edinburgh Psychology Research Ethics Committee. Participants self-reported normal or corrected-to-normal vision and gave informed written consent.

2.2. Materials and design

Participants were instructed to observe a series of object images presented to them on a computer screen. Fifty colour photographs of common real-world objects were selected from the Bank of Standardized Stimuli (BOSS) provided by Brodeur et al., 2010. Multiple presentation trials of each object were required for classifier training and testing. There were five blocks of 50 trials, where each object was shown once in a given block, in random order.

2.3. Apparatus

The experimental script was written in MATLAB 2009b (Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA). Extensions from Psychophysics Toolbox 3 were used for better timing precision (Brainard, 1997; Kleiner et al., 2007). Stimuli were displayed on a fast-refresh 22 inch Samsung SM2233RZ monitor at 1000 × 1000 pixels centred on a 1680 × 1050 pixel display, with the participants leaning on a chin-rest 72 cm away, giving an object size of 15–22° in the visual field. The complete screen was around 38° by 24°.

2.4. Experimental procedure

Each trial began with a central fixation cross for 300 ms, followed by a randomly selected object image that was presented for 1.5 s (Fig. 1). An on-screen text prompt then asked the subject if they had recognised this object as something familiar to them. This was implemented to avoid passive viewing of the stimuli. Subjects responded using buttons on a gamepad – one marked ‘yes’ if this object was recognised as familiar and one marked ‘no’ otherwise. The text was replaced by a blank screen on button response or after 1.5 s. There was then a random intertrial interval of 0–1.5 s, where the screen remained blank until the next trial began. The experiment was performed in a single session per subject of around 1.5 h, in which stimuli presentation and breaks lasted around 25 min.

2.5. EEG recording

EEG was recorded from 64 head electrodes and six support electrodes using a Biosemi ActiveTwo amplifier at a sample rate of 1024 Hz. These 64 electrodes were placed according to the standard 10/20 EEG electrode system, and held in place using a Biosemi electrode cap of appropriate size for the participant. Triggers generated from the experimental code were recorded on the EEG device to allow timing synchronisation. All electrode offsets were below 20 mV. The six support electrodes were placed on two mastoids, two temples, and above and below the right eye, for better EOG detection. The experiment took place in a shielded experimental room.
2.6. EEG data processing and ICA

The processing of the raw EEG data was performed using custom code that included use of standard EEG processing functions from the EEGLAB v12 toolbox (Delorme and Makeig, 2004) in MATLAB. Biosemi data was loaded using left mastoid reference, and re-referenced to an average reference later (Luck, 2005). A Hamming-windowed FIR band-pass filter of 0.1–80 Hz was applied, using ‘eggetfiltnew’ in EEGLAB v12. The 1024 Hz recording was downsampled to a sample rate of 256 Hz using EEGLAB functions.

Data rejection was performed using standard EEGLAB functions. Noise of four times that of the median was chosen as a threshold. Electrodes with values exceeding this criterion were removed from subsequent analysis. This resulted in a median in 20 channels rejected (range: 11–22 for the seven subjects), leaving a median of 49 electrodes. Most of the head remained well represented as no large areas were left without any electrode coverage.

Independent component analysis (ICA) was applied to the whole dataset from each experimental session, after artefact channel rejection, using the Infomax ICA algorithm (Delorme et al., 2007). Infomax ICA here returns one IC for each electrode, giving a median of 49 ICs for each subject. The timing triggers were used to label the time-points in which each image was presented.

After rejection and ICA, but before classifier training, each data vector was normalised by subtracting the mean of each channel and dividing data by it’s standard deviation. This scales the data for the SVM classifiers.

2.7. Classifier training

Separate classifiers were used for each subject. In the training phase, a ‘one-versus-one’ SVM model was trained for each of the 50 objects presented, where the labels were ‘object appears on screen’ or ‘no object present’. The classification task was to best apply this label appropriately to subsequent data, given this training data. That is, rather than using a single multi-class classifier that would give output of 1 of 50 labels, we used 50 binary classifiers each labelling ‘object stimuli present’ or ‘object absent’ for their respective object stimuli. Both the voltage time-points from EEG and the independent component (IC) transform activations were normalised (Fig. 2). The kernel used with the SVM was a radial basis function (Keerthi and Lin, 2003) from the Matlab implementation of libSVM (Chang and Lin, 2011, software available at the libSVM website).

To find appropriate values for the SVM hard margin training error cost ‘C’ and the radial basis function kernel parameter ‘γ’, we used the libSVM parameter sweep tool. A grid search was performed on 18 parameter values between C = [10⁻² to 10¹⁰] and γ = [10⁻⁴ to 1] on data from two subjects. This suggested values of C = 1 and γ = 1/number features, and those parameter values were used for all models.

2.8. Classifier input

Each object had five presentation trials. Classifiers were trained using four of these and tested using their accuracy at predicting the appearance of each object on the fifth trial. The training data was EEG data beginning at the time of object presentation until some time after (initially 500 ms). For each object, a ‘positive training data’ label was applied to data from trials where that object was shown. Resting baseline EEG data, in which no visual stimuli was displayed (blank screen), was termed ‘negative training data’, where the correct label is ‘object absent’. These training data were labelled as ‘1’ and ‘0’ respectively when used with our classifier.

For each object classifier, positive ‘object present’ input data came from the 0.5 s after each presentation of that object. As we used four trials, with each trial giving 0.5 s of data in which an object is present, we acquired 2 s of image-present data for each object. As a sample rate of 256 Hz was used, this gave a positive example training vector of 512 data points × number of channels.

For the negative data, ‘object absent’ input data came from 19.5 s of randomly selected intertrial data. Classifiers were trained using a proportion of approximately 10% ‘object present’ data and 90% ‘object absent’ data – 2 s of data to 19.5 s of data. Test data also used this approximate proportion of data.

Test data came from the one presentation trial of each object that was not used for training (rotated as explained below) along with further negative examples of random intertrial data in which no object was presented.

2.9. Cross-validation

To improve both the robustness of the classifiers and their ability to generalise to new data, five-fold (leave-one-out) cross-validation was used (Efron and Gong, 1983). This process reduces the likelihood of erroneous results, as multiple splits of the data are considered. Cross-validation was performed on data from each object by dividing the data into five splits, with a single object presentation trial in each split. We then iterated through five separate SVM models – each training on four of five trials. The remaining fifth trial was then used as a blind test. As we iterated through the cross-validation, each trial was used once as a test data.

Classification test results then came from the accuracy on classifying the respective unseen fifth, and the score was averaged across the five splits. All classification results reported are from this average of all five cross-validation splits.

2.10. Performance metrics

The success of a classifier can be given simply as percentage correctly classified. This can be valid in many contexts, but does not clearly show that performance depends on both ‘sensitivity’ (true positives) and ‘specificity’ (true negatives). A receiver–operator characteristic (ROC) plot (Mason and Graham, 2002; Hand, 2009) illustrates both sensitivity and specificity – with the area under the curve (AUC) of the ROC of 0.5 signifying random chance prediction and one being perfect prediction. This was relevant here as over 90% of data in both training and test situations belonged to the ‘object absent’ class. If a classifier were to predict ‘object absent’ everywhere, it might get 90% accuracy despite conveying no useful information. AUC, however, would correctly score that classification as no-better-than-chance performance.

Plotting a ROC curve can be particularly useful when sensitivity and specificity are being manipulated separately, but here we simply use area under this curve (AUC) as a concise metric of both classifier sensitivity and specificity.

2.11. ERP waveforms

After data processing, we confirmed that our visual stimuli presentation elicited a visually evoked potential change. EEG trace data was visually inspected (Fig. 3) to check recording quality for EEG artefacts. Fig. 3 (top) shows EEG trace from one trial on 10 EEG channels. No obvious EEG artefacts are present. The thin blue line around 1.1 and 4.6 s into the recording indicates presentation times of two objects, with the times labelled indicated with the red bars.
Fig. 2. Data flow for EEG processing. Data processing steps are shown in yellow and machine learning steps in orange. The input here was the scalp EEG recording, which was referenced to the ‘mastoid’ electrodes behind the left ear. A FIR filter was used to reduce signal outside 0.1–80 Hz. The sample rate was then reduced from 1024 to 256 Hz to speed subsequent analysis, and electrodes with very high electrodes noise were rejected. The ICA was run and SVM classifiers were trained for all objects using EEG channels data (left) and IC activation data (right).
3. Results

We present results from classifying new EEG as either ‘object present’ or ‘object absent’, based on SVM models built on prior EEG data. We first report results using 500 ms of data and from classifiers using all EEG data, classifiers using each of the individual channels of EEG data, and classifiers where only one selected channel is used. We repeat this with IC data.

In addition, we report details and dynamics of high-accuracy ICs. Furthermore, we consider classification from EEG channels in which artefactual ICs are removed. Timecourse analysis is examined in classification on single EEG channels and IC data in 500 and 50 ms ‘sliding windows’.

3.1. Classification of visual trials from EEG data

Training SVM classifiers based on a data vector of all channels simultaneously (median number of 49 channels) appeared to give low accuracy (around 0.51 AUC). When training classifiers on data vectors from a single individual EEG channel, mean accuracy was found to be 0.51 AUC (see Fig. 4, leftmost bar).

3.2. Finding a single selected EEG channel/IC

The analyses here considers EEG channels and ICs that gave the highest accuracy. A small subset of channels consistently gave much higher classification accuracy.

To objectively identify these, we used an automated selection procedure, based on data separate from the test data. These high accuracy channels can be selected automatically by further partitioning the data (prior to testing) in a training and validation set. In this way, the generalisation ability of each individual channel can be assessed on the validation set, and then confirmed (or not) on the test set. We refer to these as ‘selected channels’.

Specifically, data from 10 of the 50 objects was separated. On this data, classifiers were trained using data from each individual channel. That is, around 49 separate classifiers were trained for each object, using data from each of the data channels (median number of 49). The single data channel that gave highest AUC on these
first 10 objects was then used as the single ‘selected’ channel. The selected channel was used as the best input to classifiers for training SVMs on the remaining 40 objects. Note that this data selection procedure was performed once on each participant for both EEG and ICA data (see below).

In the case of using scalp EEG data, this selection of one channel input increased classifier performance from 0.51 AUC mean to 0.65 AUC (Fig. 4, bars 1 and 3). We show the results of selected EEG channel for each subject in Table 1. Percentage of trials correctly classified is shown in Fig. 5.

3.3. Classification of visual trials using ICA data

We wished to assess the classification performance on EEG data when transformed with ICA into single ICs. This IC activation data was acquired by running ICA on each participant’s entire EEG recording.

As with the mean of all scalp EEG channels, the mean of ICs was low, around 0.51 AUC. Repeating the same ‘selection procedure’ as in EEG data above, we found single ICs gave greatly increased accuracy of 0.70 AUC (see Fig. 4).

Classification accuracy was significantly higher when using the selected IC as opposed to selected scalp EEG channel using a Wilcoxon signed rank test ($p < 0.0001$, means 0.70 AUC and 0.65 AUC).

These results can also be summarised in terms of mean percentage of trials correctly classified (Fig. 5). We find that these agree with the AUC reported in Fig. 4, with the selected IC giving highest raw average classifier performance of 87% trials correctly classified.

The above results demonstrate high accuracy (0.70 AUC, 87%) at correctly labelling 500 ms of EEG data from single ICs with ‘object present’ or ‘object absent’. We can now consider the properties of these high accuracy ICs, examine their accuracy over time, and why they might offer higher accuracy.

3.4. Properties of the selected EEG channels

As shown in Fig. 6, the selected EEG channel was different in each subject, although mostly occipital (O1, O2) or parietal (P3, P5) electrodes. On presentation of visual object stimuli, we found the mean grand-average ERP (Fig. 6) with a prominent positive voltage deflection around 100–200 ms after presentation on central and parietal electrodes. This is in agreement with ERPs observed elsewhere – e.g. visual object presentation in Rousselet et al., 2007.

3.5. Properties of the selected ICs

Component activations of the selected ICs in each subject are shown in the lower section of Fig. 6, along with accuracy of each IC. A ‘topoplot’ shows the spatial distribution of each IC on a 2D headmap. The majority (5/7) of the ICs appear concentrated in occipital regions. All those ICs with accuracy of above 0.62 AUC were found to be in this region.

Extended details of the properties of a selected IC and a low predictive power component are compared in Fig. 7. The IC activations were mapped to spatial locations on the head (Delorme and Makeig, 2004). This mapping is shown on a standard 3D head model, for both a high and a low predictive IC. Also shown is the average ERP and the trial-by-trial ‘ERP image’ heat-map. The ERP image is a coloured plot in which every horizontal line shows activity from a single trial (Makeig et al., 2004). In this way, the variation in individual trials can be shown alongside the averaged ERP. Here, IC 3 from subject 6 is the ‘high predictive’ IC, and has a complex activation pattern over time, but seems to have a 12 Hz oscillation that flattens around 100 ms after object presentation. In contrast, the activation of the ‘low predictive’ IC 14 is not consistent across trials and does not have consistent timing in relation to the stimulus appearing, and appears to be an irrelevant frontal IC source.
3.6. Scalp EEG data with IC artefacts removed

The above results suggest improved classification when using data from activations of components identified by ICA with the SVM classifiers rather than using scalp EEG data, at least when a selected higher accuracy data channel is selected. A possible explanation for this might be that relevant neural signals are overwhelmed by electrical artefacts that are not relevant to the visual state and these are present on all electrodes. Then, when ICA is run, the contributions of those artefactual signals are ‘captured’ in single ICs. In order to assess this, we now remove the contribution of each of those probable artefactual ICs from the scalp EEG data and test the visual state prediction again. This effectively removes the contribution of these ICs from the EEG data. The ‘autorej’ function of EEGLAB v12 was used to identify ICs with extreme values. Each component with activity above a rejection threshold of values ±50 standard deviation was tagged as a possible artefact and the contribution it gave to that subject's EEG was removed. This resulted in a mean of 4.5 ICs being removed (range of 1–12). Visual classification using this IC-cleaned scalp EEG data is shown in Fig. 8. Usingica to remove the contribution of obvious artefacts from the scalp EEG data improved the accuracy on this IC cleaned scalp EEG over that from scalp EEG alone (p < 0.0001, on means of 0.68 AUC and 0.65 AUC). Mean classification from a single selected ICA channel remained higher than IC cleaned scalp EEG data (0.70 AUC to 0.68 AUC), but this was not significant (p = 0.1). From this, we conclude that selected ICA data or selected IC cleaned scalp EEG data gives better accuracy in classifying vision from EEG data using this kind of SVM protocol.

3.7. Assessing accuracy over time with a sliding analysis window

For the previous results, classification was performed using data from the first 500 ms after each object was shown – from t = 0 ms to t = ±500 ms, relative to the object appearing on the screen. In order to compare data within this time period, a ‘sliding window’ approach (Maris and Oostenveld, 2007) was then used, with windows of 500 and 50 ms. We use this sliding window approach to test the sensitivity of our approach to both the start of the data window, and the amplitude of the data window.

This sliding window protocol was performed in two conditions – first with the length of the analysis window remaining fixed at 500 ms, as before, and also with a narrower temporal window of 50 ms. At a window length of 500 ms, classification performance of scalp EEG data and IC data could be assessed when 0–500, 25–525, 50–550 ms, and so on up to 500–1000 ms, were used as positive training data. This data is shown in Fig. 9. Data from the one selected IC (black circles) gave highest accuracy at 0.72 AUC when using data from the interval within 25–525 ms. The one selected IC gave classification performance higher than other data sources at all time window intervals, greatly so until 100–600 ms, although performance drops steadily to around 0.54 AUC at 400–900 ms. Data from selected EEG channel follows this classification performance, but at around 0.1 AUC lower than IC data at 25–525 ms.

A smaller analysis window allows more precise timing resolution. At a window length of 50 ms, classification performance of scalp EEG data and IC data could be assessed when 0–50, 25–75, 50–100 ms, and so on up to 500–550 ms, were used as positive training data. This is shown in Fig. 10. Here, peak accuracy is no longer in the earliest intervals after the object appears, but instead in the slightly later intervals of 75–125 or 100–150 ms. Selected IC data has slightly higher average accuracy than selected EEG channel data. Selected EEG data has as peak accuracy at 0.65 AUC at the 100–150 ms interval. With training data consisting of 20 single-trials of just 50 ms, we find above-chance classification and the accuracy is considerably higher using data from 75 to 175 ms into the trial than at other intervals.

With only a tenth of the data (that from 50 ms rather than 500 ms), peak classification accuracy does drop from 0.72 AUC using 25–525 ms to 0.65 AUC using 100–150 ms. These data support conclusions that much of the task related EEG variance occurs in the 100–150 ms time interval, as models trained on that period have 0.65 AUC object classification accuracy. This is in agreement with related work showing a peak in ‘decodability’ at this time interval (Carlson et al., 2013), who also report this in
MEG object category discrimination. The results here agree with Carlson et al., 2013 in that object decoding performance peaks at around 100–150 ms, and that even later data from 375–425 ms gives higher object decoding performance than the early 25–75 ms interval. The sliding window data above shows average classification performance across all seven subjects, using data from different EEG channels or ICs. Sliding window results separated for each subject and data source are shown for three random subjects.
The box plot shows median accuracy of each data source in red, with the edges of the blue box indicating 25th and 75th percentiles. Asterisks (***) indicate \( p < 0.0001 \), as found using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. An average of 4.5 (of around 49 ICs total) were removed for the ‘IC cleaned EEG data’. The increase in the median accuracy in the IC-cleaned EEG data suggests that these few artefactual ICs hindered ability to classify trials from scalp EEG data. The single selected IC is ‘isolated’ from the contribution from the artefactual IC noise. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

**Fig. 8.** Trial classification performance using EEG data, EEG data in which noisy ICs have been removed, and IC data. The box plot shows median accuracy of each data source in red, with the edges of the blue box indicating 25th and 75th percentiles. Asterisks (***) indicate \( p < 0.0001 \), as found using a Wilcoxon signed-rank test. An average of 4.5 (of around 49 ICs total) were removed for the ‘IC cleaned EEG data’. The increase in the median accuracy in the IC-cleaned EEG data suggests that these few artefactual ICs hindered ability to classify trials from scalp EEG data. The single selected IC is ‘isolated’ from the contribution from the artefactual IC noise. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

**Fig. 9.** A ‘sliding window’ analysis, to assess accuracy over trial time. Accuracy using data from 21 different time windows were used, all with length of 500 ms, first starting at 0–500 ms, and stepping through the trial times in 25 ms increments. Peak accuracy occurs here when using data from the selected IC (black circles), and models are trained to classify based on data from 25 to 525 ms after the object appears on screen, with 0.72 AUC. At the later time bin starting at 325 ms, the selected IC drops to 0.56 AUC, suggesting less trial-predictive information there, but is still above chance.

**Fig. 10.** The ‘sliding window’ is repeated, with a window length reduced to 50 ms of data is used for training models rather than 500 ms. We can see that data from 75 to 125 ms is sufficient to give 0.64 AUC accuracy. Accuracy falls off sharply around this period. Data from 0–50 ms and 25–75 ms (the first two time bins) are all at chance, suggesting no useful information for our classifiers at this time. Data from after 400 to 450 ms are also back at chance.

**3.8. Classification performance on each image**

We report the success rate of classifying each object in **Fig. 12**. This shows the classification performance on each of the 50 objects used as visual stimuli using the selected EEG and IC data, averaged across the seven subjects. Highest accuracy was obtained when using the selected IC data on the ‘log.jpg’ with 0.89 AUC.

**4. Discussion**

We detail a method for classifying visual state from EEG using machine learning. We demonstrate that this can distinguish data from visual object presentation trials from data without object presentation at 87% accuracy.

We found single-trial visual classification accuracy well above chance when using data from a single selected EEG channel or IC, with selected IC giving higher accuracy.

Further, we report single channel accuracy at 75–125 ms gives higher accuracy that other time bins, when classifying with these selected ICs (**Fig. 10**). This scoring of classifier accuracy automatically identifies electrodes, ICs, and time periods with activity that may be more relevant for the given trial.

**4.1. Improving accuracy with selected input**

The finding that input of a subset of a single selected data channel outperformed using all channels together deserves consideration. This may be due to classifier ‘overfitting’ – where the model parameters fit the properties of the training data too rigidly and so do not best generalise to classifying new data (Babyak, 2004). The overfitting when using all data could be due to suboptimal model parameters of the training error cost parameter ‘C’ and the radial-basis function kernel parameter ‘γ’. However, these were the best values provided by a parameter search.
Generalisation was improved by using appropriate dimensions of the classifier input data. Using one selected channel of input data rather than all channels or typical single channel gave increased mean accuracy. Notably, this considerably increased reliability (from 0.51 AUC to 0.65 AUC), with classification accuracy well above chance. This could be as a result of our implementation, but does indeed still show that a single selected channel of EEG input data can be a consistent and concise source of input data for high-accuracy classification.

4.2. The use of ICA

When classifying presence of visual images, using classifier input of the IC activations from a single selected IC gave highest accuracy in all seven subjects at 500 ms window. Although the average IC input classification was approximately equal to the average single EEG channel input, those ICs that performed best on the initial 10 objects continued to outperform EEG channel input in further test data (0.70 AUC using selected IC data, compared to 0.65 AUC in the selected EEG channel). This corresponds to a significant increase in timepoints correctly labelled.

In trying to improve performance of neuroimaging classifiers, there are two domains commonly focussed upon: feature extraction and the classification itself (Farquhar and Hill, 2006). EEG data is intrinsically noisy, contains highly correlated features and has much variance both between different subjects and within the same subject over time. This suggests that considering decomposition of possible EEG sources could be useful when assessing features to extract from EEG (van Gerven et al., 2009). ICA does this by decorrelating the inputs and attempting to minimise mutual information in forming the components.

In previous studies, ICA has been shown to improve performance of a classifier in a simple auditory task (Hill et al., 2004). To our knowledge, the present report is the first to document ICA giving such an improvement in a visual object classification task.

For five of seven subjects, the single selected IC was found in occipital regions (Fig. 6). As expected, artefact related ICs had low predictive power to discriminate stimuli. Several of the components seemed to be related to eye movements, muscle artefacts or electrical noise, as identified by back-projected location and activation properties (Delorme et al., 2007). Nonetheless, we have shown here that several ICA components have a greater degree of information content that can be used to predict perceptual processes than unprocessed EEG data had.

ICA appeared to separate sources of noise into some ICs, and sources of task-related neural activity into other ICs. This resulted in the single-trial classification performance in many ICs being low, but a few ICs giving higher accuracy than that of any EEG channel. Thus, ICA may be thought of as concentrating source signals into de-noised ICs (as shown in the fewer, but more peaky, bands of yellow and red in Fig. 11), and so our SVM classifiers can give higher accuracy using this input. Examining IC input also has the advantage of assessing a source-space deconvolution (Bell and Sejnowski, 1995).

This view was also supported by an improvement in trial classification accuracy from EEG data where probable-artefacts have been removed (see Fig. 8).

Within subjects, many EEG channels had relatively similar predictive power. While the magnitude of the averaged ERP might be quite different on electrodes across the scalp, at a single-trial
**Fig. 12.** Classification performance shown by each object of our 50 visual object stimuli, sorted by IC AUC. This is averaged across the seven subjects, using the selected IC data (shown in dark red) and selected EEG channel data (dark blue). Single-trials with pictures of the log, life-jacket, and mask were labelled correctly at high accuracy, and the IC outperformed scalp electrode data for most objects. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
level much of the signal present at any electrode is also present on neighbouring electrodes (Luck, 2005) albeit at a different scale. As the SVM classifier here is separating classes in a high-dimensional hyperplane, it can remain sensitive to small (but consistent) separating features. Thus, features that would not be obviously visually apparent on a plotted ERP can still be captured.

We suggest that the task predictive power of an IC has the potential to inform theories of visual cognition. For example, an IC that is localised in neck muscles and also gives low accuracy when used to classify the task, would be an unlikely target for further investigation. In contrast, an IC that is spatially localised in visual cortex and that gives high accuracy of classifying the visual state under specific conditions may be a fruitful target to profile.

4.3. Visual object processing

Although EEG studies have shown stimuli-specific ERP separation within 150 ms (Thorpe et al., 1996; Johnson and Olshausen, 2005; Mouchetant-Rostaing and Giard, 2000), there appears to be some uncertainty whether these differences represent low-level visual properties or higher-level cognitive categorisation of visual stimuli. Related work in macaque monkeys using multi-unit neuron cell recordings seems to indicate clear object- and category-specific information in primate inferior temporal cortex at 100–125 ms after presentation (Hung et al., 2005). Cell firing was used as input for a classifier to correctly identify the presented object stimulus at 70% accuracy using only the spiking behaviour of a few neurons in inferior temporal cortex.

This neuron spiking data strongly indicates that the brain activity is present at these time-scales, but that, of course, does not necessitate that we could also observe this within EEG data, which would allow more probing in humans. Clearly, the ability of averaged ERP EEG analysis alone is limited in addressing this (Makeig et al., 2004; Rousselet and Pernet, 2011). We suggest that our approach of ICA and SVM machine learning is a more suitable one.

4.4. Timing of accurate trial classification throughout a trial

With use of the sliding window moving though data from different periods of the time into a trial (Figs. 9 and 10), we found that data from the time period at 75–150 ms was most useful for classifier performance. This is in agreement with studies of ERPs in visual object presentation (Thorpe et al., 1996), where the difference in the ERP from different objects is small before 75 ms and after 350 ms.

This profile of accuracy using these selected occipital ICs over time is in agreement with related studies of early visual object processing listed above, with the current procedure automatically finding these task-relevant ICs.

We suggest that this reveals how the timing of relevance of the information contained in different EEG channels, processing methods and IC sources can be assessed by how well they can be used to predict experimental conditions with these kinds of SVM classifiers.

4.5. Cognitive implications and future work

The identification of EEG sources that have robust task-related predictive power would allow cognitive science experimental designs that target that specific IC. Getting a profile of IC localisation, task dependence, temporal and spectral properties may be much more accessible in probing possible underlying neural processes in greater detail than using EEG data alone. Observing increased accuracy when using IC activation input suggests that they are a promising target, although the extent to which specific ICs might relate to underlying neural processes is not yet well known (Onton et al., 2006).

While standard ERP components such as the N170 and P300 are frequently reported landmarks in EEG data for visual perception (Joyce and Rossion, 2005) and oddball responses (Polich and Kok, 1995), such ERPs are limited in being averages of electrode traces, and so may lose useful information (Rousselet and Pernet, 2011).

Other components have been suggested as descriptions for EEG data. Philastleides and Sajda, 2006 report their generation of components to best decode trials in which either cars or faces are shown, and find one such component that resembles properties of the N170. This demonstrates an alternate description that may underly these ERP components, and so give another way of studying them.

In the current study, we also report components that give high decoding performance. Here ICA was used to generate the ICs, and so represents possible sources of generated EEG activity, obtained blindly from the data. The automated scoring procedure we used identified a group of occipital IC components that represent the best data sources for classifying visual object presence in single trials.

Other studies of visual perception have considered the similarity of fMRI activity in inferior temporal cortex in response to objects of different categories (Kriegeskorte et al., 2008). The current study used 50 images from the BOSS image database (Brodeur et al., 2010), all of which are likely to be considered ‘natural objects’ or ‘artificial objects’ in category. We studied a range of single images and did not examine object categories, but future studies could target discrimination of categories with relevant training stimuli.

Fast, high accuracy classification of visual state also allows real-time detection within a recording session, and so experiments involving EEG feedback or manipulation could be performed. Do any ICs have activations associated with borderline visual percepts, or is the task-related representation we see here downstream of an all-or-nothing percept trigger?

These components – along with our SVM prediction models – can classify new trials of visual stimulation well, but could likely be used to probe other steps of visual processing and perception. We suggest that profiling the activity of these components identified by ICA in different tasks, quantified with machine learning, might be fruitful conceptual targets for future visual processing experiments. Might any of their classifiers respond to imagined objects rather than presented objects? Given several objects presented simultaneously to a subject, might some classifiers respond to the attention of the subject and some respond only to the immediate visual input, regardless of context? With a visual task of noisy stimuli where object perception is only sometimes reported, will some classifiers predict onset of perception even before perception occurs?

4.6. Limitations

The metric used for ‘prediction power’ gives an indication of task-related information, but it will also have some dependen-
cies on the properties of the classifier used (Meyer et al., 2003). Nonetheless, the prediction power of those ICs that likely capture artefactual signal is low, suggesting that task prediction power can be a valid proxy for task-related information content.

Models using data from all channels simultaneously (as in Section 3.1) gave low average accuracy. This suggests this classifier model was not fitting the signal-to-noise of this data well, and over-fitting (Chang and Lin, 2011). Using one selected ‘best’ IC resolved this, but at the expense of not utilising all available input data.

It may be the case that ICA was particularly useful here as little other preprocessing was used. Prior research suggests that use of tailored data extraction can increase accuracy on classifying EEG data (Blankertz et al., 2006), where frequencies of interest, channels of interest and input ranges are manually specified. We suggest that in cases where the anticipated activity is relatively unknown, use of the more automated ICA might avoid misuse of tailored data extraction when it is not appropriate.
We considered classifying the presence or absence of single images. It could be possible to extend this to instead classify each image against the other images: as ‘image 1 vs image 2’ rather than ‘image 1-present’ versus ‘image 1-not-present’, or classifying multiple images simultaneously through use of a multi-class classifier, but we have not addressed this here.

4.7. Conclusion

We presented a method for automatically scoring task-related information present within EEG transforms using SVM classifiers trained on that data. We found ‘object presence’ was classified at 0.70 AUC (87%) when using data from a single selected IC. Further, the use of a sliding window analysis revealed that the time window spanning 75–150 ms gave the highest accuracy, when using these selected ICs. We suggest that this method of machine learning and independent ‘source separation’ might allow detailed probing of information content within EEG data.
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